Annual Report of CAW & Transport Session 2016-17

Introduction:-
Department of Central Automobile Workshop was established in 1984 in Mechanical Engineering Workshop with a view to reduce the maintenance cost of the University vehicles & to ensure the availability of vehicles to the University functionaries.

In 1986 a consumer license of Petrol & Diesel was obtained by the University with the effort of Mr. Abdul Aziz Khan, Department of Mechanical Engineering and the then In charge of CAW. Subsequently, Central Automobile Workshop was also transferred from Mechanical Engineering Workshop to CAW Campus in 1986. Central Automobile Workshop is providing service for maintenance/repair of University vehicles successfully since its inception in 1984.

II Unit of CAW is University petrol pump, which is catering to the fuel requirements of the University staff & students besides providing fuel to the University vehicles & departmental Generators.

Important Event:-
1. Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
2. Plantation

Achievements:-

The different development works in CAW completed last year 2016-17, are as establishment of AMU Auto Care Centre to provide the facility to washing the vehicles of students and staff of the University, our goal is provide to clean transport facility to the students and Administration. In University Tata Winger, Mini Buses, Buses, Cars for Seminar, Conference, Education tour, Survey Camp, Training base visit to Industrial areas and other following development work were completed to the making upgraded and latest workshop in premises of CAW to maintain the special type maintenance of the tentative 85-90 University light and heavy vehicles and giving to better service to approximately 2100-2200 customers per day, who are procuring the fuel from our dispensing units.

1. Installed a Two Post 03 phase car lift (John bean).
2. Re-Terracing of 450 m2 roof area of all three blocks of CAW, which was in very poor condition and exude in rainy seasons.
3. A tremendous renovation work has completed in Office of CAW to handling the transport of 85-90 vehicles of entire department of the University along with its time-to-time repair/maintenance and placing the drivers to the authority, seminars, functions, court meeting and visiting team at the University whenever needed.
4. Raised the 320-m2 floor area behind the Block No. 03 by paver blocking.
6. Mahindra Generating set 20 KW (Silent).
7. POS Billing Machine at Cash Counter.
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